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262. Drawn stem wine glass with trumpet bowl and extended tear 
drop and folded foot, 6.5" high (£50/80) 

263. Wine glass, the bell bowl on a white opaque twist stem and 
folded foot, 7.25" high (£80/120) 

264. Wine glass with funnel bowl and upon baluster stem with 
extended tear drop and folded foot, 6.5" high (£60/90) 

265. Drawn wine glass the funnel bowl on a plain hollow stem, 6.75" 
high (£60/90) 

266. Wine glass, the bell bowl upon a white opaque and air twist 
stem with central frill knop and folded foot, 7.25" high 
(£100/150) 

267 - 270 NO LOT 

PRIVATE COLLECTION OF 18TH & 19TH CENTURY PEWTER 

2}1. G:~ Three 18th century plates with Makers' marks, 9.25" diameter 
--~. -'""I (£40/80) 
272.- ") Tobacco jar, chamberstick, single candlestick with four Britannina 

, metal items (7) (£40/80) 
273 ~<Five round. bowl spoons, peppers, measures etc (14) (£30/50) 
274. -:;. 18th century Continental decorated sweetmeat dish, together with 

a porringer (2) (£40/60) 
275.~·;""Four 18th/19th century bulbous salts, 2" to 3" diameter 

,, (£1 00/120) 
276 ::=i:" 19th century decorated tobacco box and an oval inkstand (2) 

(£60/80) "'-. 
277. -)L1.Billie and Charlie "medieval flask" and a British Museum pilgrim 

. token (2) (£40/60) 
278 .';" Five 18th century cup salts, 2" to 33/4" diameter (£120/150) 
27~:..Rat tail spoon inscribed 'Souvenier Provands Lordships Pewter 

.--, I. Exhibition 1909' and another (2) (£40/80) 
280/~"" Four 18th century footed bulbous salts, 2" to 3" diameter 

(£150/180) 
281 .:. _ Five 18th/19th century small baluster measures, some requiring 
-:- \IV. lids (£80/100) . . 
282 .j":>t arly 19th century oval tobacco jar with press (£80/100) 
283.,..":.5,ive brass rimmed bulbous measures up to a gill (£60/80) 
284. l)' .... Rectangular double flap Treasury inkstand, 8" x 5" (£60/80) 
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285. 18th century plate, 9 114" diameter, inscribed "Funeral Society 

IOL 1823" (£50/70) 
286;-p:, Single round base candlestick with baluster stem, 6.5" high 

3 'ro<-" (£40/80) 
287. .~ INTERESTING OCTAGONAL SALT, with shallow depression, 6" 
1'S C across the base (£400/600) 
288. Set of four Continental single reeded plates, 9" diameter 
• ! (£200/250) 
289. . Pair of 19th century baluster tapersticks with circular beaded 

cY bases, 4 3/4" high (£100/150) 
290. TWO 18TH CENTURY SMALL SIZE UNLIDDED JERSEY 
~, ~l MEASURES WITH G.R. STAMP, 33/4" high and another 

requiring a lid (3) (£250/300) 
291. Two examples of spoons with the bust of Queen Anne on the 
'ie handle (£80/100) 

292.- 18TH CENTURY SINGLE EARED PORRINGER WITH 
BULBOUS BODY (£18(;/220) 

293. Interesting small oval medallion with 'God Bles King Charles' to 
one side and the King's head on the other (£100/150) 

- 294. ' 18th century baluster spice pot, 3 112" high (£70/90) '7;-,t 
295. , 18TH CENTURY JERSEY LIDDED MEASURE with twin acorn 
11.: s.; H. thumbpiece and G.R. stamp, 5 112" high (£1 80/220) 
296. 9" diameter plate with hallmarks to front and dated 1683 

(£80/120) 
297. Howard H. Cotterell - Bristol and West Country Pewterers, 

1918 (£30/50) 
298. 93/4" diameter plate with mUltiple reeded rim and marks of 

Robert Clothyer of Chard to reverse (£80/120) 
299 . . ' Two Victorian quart and pint mugs with lips; also two half 

pints (4) (£40/80) 
300. Two 18th century Bristol plates and a 19th century Bristol mug 

( (3) (£40/60) 
301. 19th century Imperial tulip shaped one pint tankard with double 

I scroll handle with marks of Bush and WaIter Bristol (£80/100) 
302;".- 18TH CENTURY UNLIDDED TANKARD of pint size with ball 

),t
v terminal to handle by Richard Going, Bristol (£1 50/200) 

303. 19th century straight sided lidded pint with twin cusp thumbpiece 
t,':C;( by AlIen Bright, Bristol (£100/150) 
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304. 18TH CENTURY DOMED LIDDED TANKARD of tulip shape 
I'~( t> with scroll thumbpiece by Allen Bright, Bristol, 7" high 

(£300/400) 
305. Crested tappit hen with plouk inside, no marks, 11 1/2" high 

,', C (illustrated) (£80/120) 
30Q,. c. 18th century Jersery measure with twin acorn thumbpiece 

, marked I.D.S.X under the lid, 8" high (£250/300) 
307. ' 18th century domed lidded tankard with high fillet and spray 
~'\1 thumbpiece marked A.C. inside of base, 6 114" high (illustrated) 

J r I . (£200/300) 
308. Early 19th century ale jug of quart size with chairback 

\~) ~ thumbpiece, 6,51' high, also a pint tankard (2) (£150/200) 
309:./ 18th century Dutch bulbous flagon with domed lid and shell 
I' thumbpiece, 8" high (£100/120) 

310' -5'" LARGE 18TH CENTURY JERSEY LIDDED POT with twin 
..... )~ acorn thumbpiece, no marks, 10 112" high (£400/600) . 
311. 18TH CENTURY DOMED LIDDED TANKARD with low fillet, 

');J ram's horn thumbpiece and fishtail terminal, partial mark inside 
,;, of base, 7" high (illustrated) (£300/400) 

312. PAIR OF EARLY 19TH CENTURY QUART SIZE ALE JUGS 
'- with shell thumbpieces, engraving to lid and body, T' high 

(illustrated) (££/00/600) 
313. 18th century Dutch bulbous flagon with raised lid and shell 

thumbpiece,8 112" high (£100/120) 
314. 18th century Jersey measure with twin acorn thumbpiece marked 

Z ~(- I.D.S.X. under the lid, 8" high (£250/300) 
315."' 18TH CENTURY DOMED LIDDED"'fANKARD with scroll 
b ,-)1 ' thumbpiece, ball terminal with the marks of George Lowes, 

Newcastle inside, 7" high (illustrated) (£300/400) 
316~ ' 19TH CENTURY DOUBLE HANDLED HALF GALLON 

( ,; I TAPERlNG MEASURE with V.R. stamp, 8 3/4" high (£200/300) 
317. German pewter mounted faience tankard with ball thumbpiece, the 

L lid engraved J.H. 1802, the earthenware body decorated with a 
double headed eagle, 9" high (body repaired) (£200/300) 

317 A. 18th century faiance pottery tankard decorated with a gardener in 
L" 0 polychrome enamels and with pewter domed lid and base, 10" 

- high (a.£) (£450/550) 
318. Half gallon bulbous measure with single fillet and V.R. stamp, 7 

I~ .. j 1/2" high (£350/450) 
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319. ONE GALLON BULBOUS MEASURE with raised high fillet, 
. 70u ball terminal, V.R. stamp, 10 112" high (£500/700) 

:';...320. 18th century dish, 13.25" diameter with rubbed marks, pint 
~. S' tankard and a pepper (3) (£40/80) 
32 L Early 18th century single reeded dish with hallmarks to front of 

-; ':> 1. Hitchman, London, 15" diameter (£80/100) 
322. Dutch inkstand with drawer on four bulbous feet with two 

,-, ';,~ inkwells, 11 114" x 6 3/4" (£60/80) 
-3'23. 18th century Continental dish embossed with figures in a classical 

:..- \. background and engraving on the rim, 13" diameter (£80/120) 
~ j24~~ Eleven 19th century slender bulbous measures, half gills to half 

. ..., -;- pints (some a.f) (£107f!ls'D) 
325. LATE 17TH CENTURY MULTIPLE REEDED CHARGER with 

_ hallmarks of LB. four times on front of rim, 18 1/4" diameter, 2 
3/4" rim (£300/400) 

326-:---- Early 19th century harlequin set of five slender bulbous 
. .::.,::. measures, quart to half gill (£1 80/220) -=~~ 
327. 19th century bed pan with side handle, London and hallmarks 

(£50/80) 
328. Late 17th century multiple reeded dish with hallmarks to front 
~c rim, 16.5" diameter (£200/300) 3,''''--' 

329. Five 18th century baluster measures, half pints and pints (all 
( ~~.;;-" req uire lids) (£1 00/150) 
330. 18th century Dutch bulbous lidded flagon with shell thumbpiece, 

-':., 8'! high (£80/100) 
3~ .L 19th century harlequin set of five bulbous measures, G. IV and 

_L.. W. IV stamps (£100/150) 
332. LATE 17TH CENTURY MULTIPLE REEDED DISH with 

:::::.r rubbed marks, 16 112" diameter (illustrated) (£200/300) 
333. Four earfy 19th century bulbous measures, half pint and pint 
~c (£100/150) 

334.~ ; Two 19th century bulbous quart measures (£1 20/150) 
335, _ Nine various plates, 8" to 9 112 " diameter, some 18th century 
~v~'1- (£60/80) 
336. ,/ Graduated run of seven French straight sided measures, centilitre 
<, to litre (£60/80) 
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Private Collection of Wine Glasses and Decanters. 
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